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-L
Lives in West Newton, Massachusetts, USA

This talk summarizes the results of over 22 years of
breeding Intersectional Peonies
500+ hybrids are grown in Windham, NH
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T he Quest for Yellow Peonies

The Quest for Yellow Peonies Goes Back
Many Centuries
X In the last century, significant progress has been made in three different
areas, leading to three distinct types of yellow peonies

Lutea (Tree Peony) Hybrids
Advanced Generation Herbaceous Hybrids
Intersectional Hybrids
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T he Three Types of Peonies
Herbaceous Peonies

Intersectional Peonies

Tree Peonies

Herbaceous Type

Semi-woody Type

Woody Type

(Shrubaceous)

Cultivar Groups

Cultivar Groups

Cultivar Groups

Lactiflora
Herb. Hybrids

Intersectional Hybrids

Lutea Hydrids
Japanese (Mudan)
Chinese (Mudan)
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I ntersectional Hybrids
Main Characteristics of the
Intersectional Hybrids

Flowers in bright yellow and all shades of yellow flushed
with pink or red

Disease resistant, vigorous herbaceous plants - 24-36” tall
Strong, semi-woody stems that carry up to 5 flowers per
stem and stand up in the wind and rain
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B reeding Intersectional
P eonies
My Overall Long-Term Breeding Philosophy



Pass-up the “beaten path” and
take the “road less traveled”






Use the best available science to help guide the way
Have a plan - Plan ahead – Stick to the plan
Keep accurate records
Focus on your successes
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B reeding Intersectional
P eonies
Summary of my first 22 years
of breeding intersectional hybrids

 150-350 crosses per year = ~ 5,000 crosses






~ 20,000 seeds collected; ~ 7,000 germinated seeds
Resulting in ~ 500 surviving seedlings
~ 72 different tp pollens have been tried
Seedlings obtained from 42 different tp pollen parents
~ 90% of seedlings come from a single lacti. seed parent
(Martha W.)
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B reeding Intersectional
P eonies
Recent emphasis
of my intersectional breeding program
 Produce more Red, Purple & Pink i-hybrids
 Use pollen from AGLH tp with red/purple/pink flowers
 ~45 different red/purple/pink tp pollens have been tried so far
 These crosses have resulted in ~200 i-hybrids
 First of these hybrids will bloom this year
 Acquire & test various red lactiflora varieties as seed
parents in the intersectional cross (IC)

 Get red on both sides of cross to increase probability
 Progress made on foliage spotting problem, but the issue remains
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B ack--C ross
I ntersectional Hybrids
The current emphasis
of my intersectional breeding program



Intersectional Back-Cross (IBC) hybrids

 (lactiflora x i-hybrids)
 Identify a few i-hybrids that have some pollen fertility
and are effective in producing IBC hybrids

 Only ~ 1-2% of total have useful pollen
 Difficult cross due to lack of fertile pollen parents
 Reverse direction is even more difficult
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B ack--C ross
I ntersectional Hybrids
Summary of my experience with the intersectional
back-cross

 Challenge is to identify a few i-hybrids that have some

pollen fertility and are effective in producing IBC hybrids

 I mostly use mixes of pollen from various i-hybrids that

produce noticeable amounts of pollen

 Every variety used in each mix is recorded
 Many different mixes are tried each year
 Varieties which show up repeatedly in successful mixes
are assumed to be the sources of the viable pollen

 I currently have 12 surviving IBC seedlings
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I ntersectional BC Hybrids
Others Working on the IBC



Reiner Jakubowski has also been concentrating on the IBC
with good success (~15-20 surviving progeny)



The late Irene Tolomeo produced at least 1 true IBC hybrid,
(MJEi59),which is now in the able hands of Bill Seidl



Recently, Hans Maschke in Germany has had success with a
reverse IBC (RIBC)



All of these new hybrids (except for MJEi59) will not bloom for
several more years



Hopefully, some of these IBC hybrids will be fertile
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I ntersectional BC Hybrids
What Should We Expect From IBC seedlings?



The IBC is a (2n x 3n) cross



Normal meiosis does not occur in triploids, so cross will be very
difficult






However, triploid pollen can occasionally have viable gametes
When they occur, they can be either 1n, 2n or (3n)u
IBC progeny will be much more herbaceous than F1 i-hybrids

Some may be difficult to distinguish from contaminated
(lactiflora) seedlings
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I ntersectional BC Hybrids
What Should We Expect From IBC seedlings?



IBC progeny can be diploid, triploid or tetraploid
but, recent DNA results from flow cytometry seem to indicate
that maybe only diploids and triploids are produced






However, both types of hybrids will be dominated by lactiflora



Overall, less of the hybrids will have yellow flowers

Diploids: ~2/3 herbaceous, the opposite of the F1 i-hybrids
Triploid progeny should be only slightly less herbaceous

Thus, the diploids may be especially difficult to distinguish
from contaminated (lactiflora) seedlings
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I ntersectional Back--C ross
P rogeny

% Probability

Expected Distribution of the # of Lactiflora
Chromosomes for IBC Diploid Progeny
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I ntersectional Back--C ross
P rogeny

% Probability

Expected Distribution of the # of Lactiflora
Chromosomes for IBC Triploid Progeny
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I ntersectional
B ack-cross Hybrids

3rd year IBC Seedling IC - 1 1 - 82
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I ntersectional
B ack-cross Hybrids

IC- 1 3- 46

IC- 1 3- 77

1 st year IBC Seedlings (MW x i- hybrid)
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AG Intersectional Hybrids
Why concentrate on the IBC?



Provides best chance of success for AG i-hybrids



AG progeny should bring increased fertility and more diversity




Brings larger range of flower colors and foliage types



Back-crossing to the AGLH parent takes the i-hybrids in the
wrong direction (even more towards the tree peonies)

Reverse IBC and (i-hyb x i-hyb) cross are both exceedingly
difficult
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F 1 Intersectional Hybrids
What Should We Expect to Get From IC ?



IC progeny can be either diploid or triploid
however, years of experience seem to indicate that maybe only
triploids are produced (from pollen containing unreduced gametes)








Hybrids are strongly dominated by tree peony chromosomes
These triploids are 1/3 herbaceous and thus easy to identify
The diploid progeny (if they exist) should have a 1:1 mix
Why are there no diploid progeny?
Or maybe there are (or were).
What about the earlier reports from Itoh and Anderson?
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F 1 Intersectional Hybrids
The Importance of Unreduced Gametes in the
Evolution of Plants



Unreduced gametes are a fairly common abnormality
among hybrid plants
Unreduced gametes are extremely important in the evolution
process because they lead to polyploid progeny and ultimately to
fertility which can guarantee the survival of a new species



Triploids are the crucial first step leading to fertile
tetraploids and species survival



Sometimes, they are the only mechanism by which sterile
hybrids can reproduce



So, in some (diploid x diploid) crosses – n + (2n)u = 3n progeny
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F 1 Intersectional Hybrids
What Do We Know (or think we know)
About the Intersectional Hybrids

 So, this clearly “seemed” to be the case with the

intersectional cross, and therefore, the progeny were
always triploids



Whether the tp parent was diploid (F1) or tetraploid (AG), we
got triploid progeny (only the AGLH pollens worked much better).




Thus, all the i-hybrids are strongly dominated by tree peony chromosomes

But, could there be more to the story?
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I dentifying Intersectional
H ybrids
Characteristics Used for Identifying i-hybrid
Seedlings



Triploid progeny have obvious tree peony-like foliage
however, IBC progeny and others (diploids?) may be harder to
positively identify (especially when they come from herb. seed parents)
The best identifiers are:






Foliage with shallow leaf cuts or notched or saw-tooth edges
Deep, low branching of stems
Above-ground dormant buds and buds in the leaf axils
Tree peony-like foliage texture and color – Less glossy
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T ypical Triploid Intersectional
H ybrid Seedlings

Typical 1 st- year i- hybrid seedlings are very easy to identify
from their tp- like foliage (~3- 4 weeks after planting)
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F 1 Intersectional Hybrids


IC progeny can be either diploid or triploid
What about those earlier reports from Itoh and Anderson?
Excepts from a letter by Roger Anderson published in the newsletter Paeonia, Vol. 17, No. 1
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I ntersectional Hybrids
from F 1 pollen?
 Summary of results by Itoh and Anderson when using F1 pollen
What about those earlier reports from Itoh and Anderson?
It has been reported that Itoh used Alice Harding (an F1) pollen
on lactiflora and got 36 seedlings, only 9 of which had tree
peony-like foliage

What about those other 27 seedlings (75% of the total)?
In 1984, Anderson used F1 and F2 (AG) tp pollens and got
` A row of hybrids from F2 pollens – all with tp foliage
` A row of seedlings from F1 pollens – where 50% had herb. foliage
At which point Roger asked an obvious question which still remains
unanswered today
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I ntersectional Hybrids
from F 1 pollen?

Roger Anderson·s unanswered questions

“Now my question is how many good Itos have been thrown
away prematurely and why the difference between lutea
F1 and F2 pollen? Has anybody ever raised a seedling to
blooming age that they thought was contaminated?”
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I ntersectional Hybrids
from F1 pollen?

Roger Anderson·s unanswered questions

Now my question is how many good Itos have been thrown
away prematurely and why the difference between lutea
F1 and F2 pollen? Has anybody ever raised a seedling to
blooming age that they thought was contaminated?
It seems clear to me from his letter in 1984 that Roger
seemed to be convinced that all of his seedlings from F1
pollen were real i-hybrids, not just the obvious ones with
tree peony-like foliage.
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I ntersectional Hybrids
from F 1 pollen?
Roger Anderson·s unanswered questions

At the time (1984), there were very few people other than
Roger Anderson himself who were in a position to answer
his important questions.
Even now there are still only a handful of breeders who are
working with the intersectional cross and, therefore,
might be in a position to address these questions.
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I ntersectional Hybrids
from F 1 pollen?
Roger Anderson·s unanswered questions

So, I still wonder what ever happened with these
“other” i-hybrids?
Most of us probably assumed that in the end they turned out to be nothing
more than pure lactiflora (from contaminated crosses)
And maybe that was the case
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I ntersectional Hybrids
from F1 pollen?
My experience with F1 pollens
` My experience using pollen from F1 lutea hybrids is very limited
` In my first ~20 years of breeding i-hybrids, I rarely used pollen
from F1 hybrids and when I did got no seedlings at all.

` Over that period, I produced over 250 i-hybrids and every
one had tree peony-like foliage.
x Not a single seedling with different looking foliage.
x Also no seedlings with lactiflora (or other herb.) foliage
x Thus, no history or evidence of any contaminated crosses
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I ntersectional Hybrids
from F1 pollen?


Then in 2011, I went to the APS meeting in Oregon and collected
various tree peony pollens from local gardens and after the flower
show, including several pollens from F1 lutea hybrids



These included Black Panther, Chinese Dragon, Daffodil, SMC

When I returned home, I used these pollens along with tp
pollens from home grown AGLH plants and frozen AGLH pollen
from Australia.
In the spring of 2012, there were nearly 300 seedlings from
these crosses.
Only about half of these seedlings had tree peony-like foliage
Overall, there were 3 distinctly different results
` Some AGLH (including one F1) gave only progeny with tp foliage
` Some AGLH gave mostly progeny with herbaceous-like foliage
` Others gave a mixture of progeny with both types of foliage
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Summary of My Intersectional
Hybridizing Experience
Year(s)

Primary
Foliage Type

Secondary
Foliage type

Total # of
Hybrids

Pollen Type

1992 - 2010

All with tp-like
foliage

None

~250

AGLH

2011

~50% tp-like

~50%
herbaceouslike foliage

296

AGLH, Suff.
and F1LH

2012

All with tp-like
foliage

None

20

AGLH

2013

54% tp-like

46%
herbaceouslike foliage

117

AGLH
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I ntersectional Hybrids
from F1 pollen?


So what is going on here and how does it relate to the earlier
experience of Itoh and Anderson?



What are these other “hybrids” that come mostly (but, not
exclusively) from F1 pollen parents

I·m thinking that maybe we have been asking the wrong question
It seems to me that the right question may be:
“Where are the diploid progeny that should be showing up from
the intersectional cross”
Shouldn·t there be some diploids showing up (even if just a few)
and wouldn·t they look quite different from the normal triploid
ones.
Could it be these “other i-hybrids” (with the mostly herbaceous
foliage) are the “missing” diploids?
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T he “Other”
I ntersectional Hybrids


These other (mostly herbaceous-looking) i-hybrids come from
several different types of crosses





Many come from F1 lutea hybrid pollen parents
But, also from the (lacti. x suffruticosa) cross
And, surprisingly, some also come from certain AGLH parents

However, when examined closely, these hybrids actually
encompass a fairly wide range of foliage types from almost
tree peony-like to seemingly pure herbaceous-looking
The majority, however, can best be described as intermediate
This means that they exhibit some of the characteristics that
can only be associated with the tree peonies
But, not nearly to the extent exhibited by the normal triploids
` This conclusion comes from careful examination of the foliage,
but, also of the stems and buds
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T he “Other”
I ntersectional Hybrids


These other (more herbaceous-looking) i-hybrids come from
several different types of crosses






Most AGLH give only triploid progeny
F1 hybrids generally give both types of progeny
But, some F1·s give primarily triploid progeny as well



For example, Chinese Dragon

While, some AGLH parents act more like F1·s and also give
both types

` After careful examination of the foliage, stems and buds of
many of these plants over 3 years
I am convinced that most, if not all, of these “other” hybrids
are real intersectional hybrids that look different because they
are diploids rather than the more common triploid types.
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DNA Analysis of Peony Leaf
Samples Using Flow Cytometry

Flow Cytometer results of 40 peony leaf samples
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E xamples of the “Other”
I ntersectional Hybrids

3nd year i- hybrid Seedling IC - 1 1 - 1 6
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E xamples of the “Other”
I ntersectional Hybrids

Close- up of leaf cuts on the 3nd year i- hybrid Seedling IC - 1 1 - 1 6
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E xamples of the “Other”
I ntersectional Hybrids

3nd year i- hybrid Seedling IC - 1 1 - 58 (MW x Suffruticosa)
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E xamples of the “Other”
I ntersectional Hybrids

3nd year i- hybrid Seedling IC - 1 1 - 58 (MW x Suffruticosa)
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E xamples of the “Other”
I ntersectional Hybrids

Close- ups of the stem of 3nd year i- hybrid seedling IC - 1 1 - 61 (MW x Suffruticosa)
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E xamples of the “Other”
I ntersectional Hybrids

MW x Black Panther

MW x Souvenir M. Cornu

Examples of above- ground buds on 2nd year i- hybrid seedlings with mostly herbaceous foliage
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Summary of the “Other”
I ntersectional Hybrids
Plant and Growth Characteristics of the
“other” intersectional hybrid group



Besides being much more herbaceous than the normal
triploid types, these “other” i-hybrids also seem to be
significantly less healthy & decease resistent.

 As a group, they seem to be much less vigorous and many

suffer a condition which I call Early or Premature Die-Back
(PDB), which over time stunts their normal growth and
eventually results in death.

 As a result, mortality rates are much higher compared
with the normal types
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I ntersectional Hybrids
Where do we want to go with the
intersectional hybrid group?



The current i-hybrids are significantly more like
tree peonies than the herbaceous types

 They have twice as many tree peony chromosomes than
herbaceous chromosomes
However,

 A more balanced ratio might yield better hybrids
 i-hybrids with the reverse ratio would be significantly

different from current i-hybrids and should be explored
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B reeding Intersectional
P eonies
Some Recent Successes



A few very difficult i-crosses that have resulted
in some surviving hybrids

 lactiflora x suffruticosa (~10 surviving plants)
 lactiflora x delavayii (1)
 lactiflora x i-hybrid (~12)
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Attractive Narrow and Finely--c ut
Foliage
Reverse cross hybrid from (Age of Gold x Martha W.)

Unnamed i- hybrid R8P1 0 (MW x Loyola)
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Foliage Comparison

Foliage of i- hybrid R8P1 0 (bottom) and p. delavayii (top)
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Foliage Comparison

Foliage comparison of p. delavayii (left) and i- hybrid R8P1 0 (right)
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Attractive Narrow, Finely-cut Foliage

Another new i- hybrid, IC- 1 1 - 1 25 (MW x Daedalus))
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B reeding Intersectional
P eonies
More Recent Successes



There are now many new Advanced Generation
(AG) i-hybrids with very long and complicated
pedigrees, such as IC-11-88 (MW x Tentam)

 These hybrids significantly change;
 the (lactiflora : suffruticosa : delavayii) ratio
 away from the standard 1:1:1
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N ew and Special i-hybrids

“The Red Curse”
Brown spotted foliage on a young i- hybrid from a red tp pollen parent
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B reeding Intersectional
P eonies
Example of new i-hybrids from advanced
generation tree peony parents



Hybrids from (MW x Tentam) are 1st generation i-hybrids
but, are 9th generation hybrids overall

 Tentam is an 8th gen. Hybrid - the produce of 2 BC·s
 Tentam is ~ 80% suffruticosa and only 20% lutea
 Therefore, its intersectional progeny have a



(herb: suff: lutea) chromosomal mix of ~ 5:8:2
This is quite different from the usual ratio of 5:5:5
Although, the (herb:tree peony) ratio still remains 1:2
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B reeding Intersectional
P eonies
Other observations about i-hybrids from
advanced generation hybrid tree peony
parents



There are also many i-hybrids from other back-cross
AGLH with various different chromosome ratios

 Including ratios of ~ 5:7:3 and 5:6:4
 However, in general, these i-hybrids are not

significantly different or better than the standard type.
 Probably, because the overall (herb:tree peony) ratio
still remains 1:2
 One noticeable difference is fewer side-bud flowers
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B reeding Intersectional
P eonies
Failures and Disappointments



Hybridizing can be extremely frustrating and is often filled
with failures and major disappointments

 One example is the Reverse Intersectional Cross (RIC)
 Another is the Reverse Intersectional Back-Cross (RIBC)
 The first usually gives large #·s of seeds which don·t
germinate, while the other generally gives no seeds at all

 Then, there·s what I call the “Red Curse” – foliage

spotting which seems to be “linked” to red flower color
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N ew and Special i-hybrids

“The Red Curse”
Brown spotted foliage on a young i- hybrid from a red tp pollen parent
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B reeding Intersectional
P eonies
High Hopes are often followed by
Frustration and Disappointment







Such is the case with the Reverse Intersectional
Back-Cross (RIBC)

(i-hybrid x lactiflora) or (i-hybrids x AGLH) or
(i-hybrid x pretty much anything)
and, especially (i-hybrid x i-hybrid) x F2 hybrids
Also nothing from (i-hybrid x open)
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B reeding Intersectional
P eonies
Just How Sterile are the i-hybrids?



There are 250+ i-hybrids blooming in my garden
each year



Each plant has ~ 25 flowers, each flower has ~ 4 carpels




Each carpel has ~ 12 chances for a successful pollination



Thus, over ~ 20 years; that·s about 6 million chances

Therefore, 250 x 25 x 4 x 12 = ~300,000 chances for
success each year from open pollination



without a single viable seed obtained
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B reeding Intersectional
P eonies
The i-hybrids have proved to be extremely
sterile as seed parents?



So, just image my excitement when I saw this
last summer on one of my newer i-hybrids which
was blooming for only the second time
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Foliage Comparison

Huge swollen pods on i- hybrid R8P9 during the summer of 201 3
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I ntersectional Peonies
R oots, Buds, Pods & Stems

Autumn seed pods are often extremely large
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I ntersectional Peonies
R oots, Buds, Pods & Stems

Autumn seed pods are often extremely large , but rarely contain seeds
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I ntersectional Hybrids
a s Seed Parents

Swollen pods on i- hybrid R8P9 during the summer of 201 3
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I ntersectional Hybrids
a s Seed Parents

Comparison of swollen
seed pods on i- hybrid
R8P9 (upper left) with
Color Magnet (upper
right) and Martha W.
(lower left)
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B reeding Intersectional
P eonies
High Hopes are often followed by
Frustration and Disappointment








Results from R8P9 seed pods

Altogether, 671 seeds were collected from 23 stems
Ave of ~30 seeds/stem or ~8 seeds/pod
Some seeds looked almost good enough to grow
About 100 were selected and put into germination
But sadly, none germinated
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I ntersectional Hybrids
a s Seed Parents

Open seed pods on i- hybrid R8P9 in early September of 201 3
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I ntersectional Hybrids
a s Seed Parents

Close- up of open seed pods on i- hybrid R8P9 in early September
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B reeding Intersectional
P eonies
But, in the end, the successes seem to
far out-weigh the disappointments
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B reeding Intersectional
P eonies
Failures, Disappointments and Surprises



Each new season also always seems to bring a few
wonderful surprises as well

 such as a flower count of 95 flowers on a single plant of
Pink Double Dandy with 30 stems (3.2 flowers/stem)
or some of the other beautiful new things shown in the
next few charts
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Pink Double Dandy
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Pink Double Dandy
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Pink Double Dandy

Pink Double Dandy
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